3 Reasons How In-house Printing
Helps Schools
From students and teachers to admins, everybody at a school needs prints from time to time and the task of printing
is generally outsourced to copy shops in the school's vicinity. The idea of outsourcing seems convenient at the time,
but it hurts the school - from financial and operational standpoints (late prints, shop closed for business etc.).
Contrary to public opinion, in-house printing isn't expensive. In fact, the idea of in-house printing is as cost-effective
and beneficial as it gets. This is best explained with 3 reasons that swing the advantage, the school's way:

1. Savings with every print
The costs incurred with outsourced printing may seem less when each
job is viewed in isolation, but lead to heavy expenses in the long run.
Whereas, Epson InkTank printers are extremely cost-effective as you
can take prints of the highest quality and at costs as low as 12 paise
per print. You can further reduce your costs by printing on both sides
of the paper with the auto-duplex mode. Plus, heavy printing jobs can
be completed without frequent refills as each set of ink bottles yields
7,500 black pages and 6,000 colour pages. So, if you factor in these
advantages, you can clearly see that using these printers is irrefutably
cheap in comparison with outsourced printing.

2. Operation, hassle-free
Epson's range of InkTank printers includes ones that are smartly
designed to fit anywhere, thus quelling any space-related concern. The
printers are easy to operate and anybody can refill the tank, spill-free,
since the ink bottles feature unique nozzles. The range also includes
printers with LCD panels so anyone can use the printer without a PC.

3. Convenience
Teachers come up with new ideas for classes and good
ideas often pop up in the last minute. In times like these,
they need the convenience of printing these ideas at an
incredible speed. This level of convenience is precisely
what Epson InkTank Printers offer. Print flexibility is
essential. From handouts, reports, projects, circulars,
photos to invoices, there’s no limit to what these printers
deliver.

